
What was the challenge?
The project represents a meeting point 
between geography, territory, city and 
history. It marks the beginning of a 
dialogue. 

What was the solution?
On the north side, exposed to the brunt of
the Mistral, writing has become 
architecture. This is public writing which 
exceeds the normal order of epigraphy and 
the bi-dimensional decorum of inscriptions 
by transferring the alphabetical sequence 
of architectural order with a meaningful
experience of space. The Docks, being a 
living form, evolve into a narrative. The 
words, extracts from ‘Les Écrivains et 
Marseille’ (Writers and Marseilles), are 
taken from various periods of time and 
offer a passionate human testimony of 
the city. Here there is poetry, a chronicle 
of the town, but it also plays an important 
role in the history of Marseilles’ economy, 
politics, culture and people. The crossroads 
of Mediterranean and eastern civilizations. 
In the same way, the archi-graphic 
writing – giving a meaning to the creation 
of the place – assigns its matter, its 
various spaces, to an innovative poetry of 
architectural value.

What was the effect? 
the creation of a vast page of texts cut out
of sheets of aluminum with a typography 
made up of four variations of lettering 
styles.
- H.31 m, L.37 m, Dimensions of the facade
- 1.500 sqm, Surface area of the work 
- 445, Number of aluminium sheets used
- 5.154 Number of words used
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Font: Predi/Line 1

Font: Predi/Line 2

Font: Predi/Line 3

- Typeface used 
Predi/Line 1.2.3., 
achieved using the 
Predige font(Type 
Dynamic 2014) required 
for the creation of 
this work.
- Dimensions of the 
new north face of the 

Docks: H.31 m, L.37 m
- Surface area of the 
work: 1.500 sqm.
- Laser-cut steel 
letters.
- Stainless steel per 
sqm: 14 tons.
- Number of sheets used 
for the composition: 445.

- Number of words used 
for the composition: 
5.154.




